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James Joyce, we are told by his friend Frank Budgen,
frequently contended that Swift and Sterne should have traded
I
The comment assures us that the author of Ulysses was
names.
aware of the divaricate spirits which these two figures repre
sent within the long tradition of Irish humor, and prompts us
to investigate Joyce's resolution of the outraged and the
whimsical in his own satire.

Even as a genre, however, satire

is a protean concept and in the great compendium of styles that
is Ulysses it does not emerge 1n pure forms.

Closely bonded

with the comic and the ironic, Joycean satire, as we shal I see,
is a synthesis of many contrasting currents from his satiric
heritage.

Rather, therefore, than identifying satire's abso

lute sets and applying them flatly to Joyce, let us delineate,
as a first step in discerning the satirist's hand in Ulysses,
the medium of satire across broad dimen�Lbns�, which may then
serve in locating coterminous aspects of Joyce's work.

In ap-

preaching these categories it wi I I be obvious that Joyce's

Frank Budgen, James Joyce and the Making of Ulysses, pa 214 ■

2
satiric v1s1on 1s not completely sustained, that his satiric
method is eclectic, and that his satiric object is often elusivea
In understanding Joyce the satirist it is imperative that we
recognize that he is more than a satirist, that indeed his satire
is most often a subordinate feature, a byproduct, of some other
artistic design.

Joycean satire is consistent only to the degree

that the requisite pursual of wel I-defined, harmonica Ily composed
satirized images presupposes,

and is disconnected to the degree

that the episodic, circumstantial, and context-based quality of
interfused satire demands.
The first of the major delimiting dimensions of satire ranges
from the pole of a thematically directed sense of humor which
mocks the ludicrous, plays up the incongrous, and scorns the
fraudulent, to the pole of a high-minded seriousness, often
disguised by a display of rhetoric,

3

a mast of wit, or a parodic

affectation of an opposite serious viewpoint.

Ulysses, like the

Greek spoudai9eloion, effectively stabilizes its satiric truth
through a tempered admixture of levity and gravity.

Much of the

satire of the "Wandering Rocks" chapter is spun out of the comic
techniques just mentioned.

The ludicrous is mocked by making it

overly conspicuous; the narrator repeatedly cal Is attention to

2David Worcester, The Art of Satire,
P•
31bida,
PP• 13-15.

37-38.

3
a dandified dancing master or a tired parade of sandwichmen and
harps on personal idiosyncraciesa

The incongrous is exaggerated

by a host of unpredictable interjaculatory tableaux, a sort of
run-on scene.

Finally, the fraudulent are exposed by a counter

point of interior monologue and overt actions ■

For Joyce's

satire at perhaps its most mordant, we must refer to the "Cyclops"
chapter.

There it 1s seen that the caustic auctorial disposition

toward the speaker 1s argued by the speaker's own philistine
rhetoric.
Horace recommends to Lucilius a satirical energy with a kind
of �onal alternating current--modo tristi, saepe iocoso--which
can accommodate both the value-content and artful manner, which
respectively the responsibility and appeal of satire.
natural "taste for cal low foolery,"

With his

Joyce seems to generate such

a satirical energy almost· instinctively, as when he habitually
turns to mock heroic verse and the limerick to protest the sharp
est whips and scorns of his personal fortune and pours the stark
est pathos of human experience into one of the funniest books
ever written.

In Ulysses, the author both invites us to enjoy

his material and warns us not to ignore its significances.

The

hook and lure of satire al lows him to fashion this "jocoserious"

Richard Ellmann, James Joyce, P•

97.

4
dual ism in a simultaneous process ■
1s the echo to his tragedy."

"The laugh of pure satire

S

Operating 1n this delicate span, Joyce often employs twin
masked irony as a balancing tool ■

"If irony injects an element

of comedy into tragedy, no less does it inject tragic feeling
into comedy.

Without irony, tragedy degenerates into melodrama

and comedy into farce ■"

The satiric form itself has been traced

back to th� speeches of the eiron, the dissembler-protagonist 1n
the Greek mime.

Both irony and satire depend on some kind of

contrast, usually a contrast between appearance and reality.
Presently it wi I I be demonstrated how a series of "militant"

7

ironies can compound themselves into larger satiric themes ■
From the Juvenalian saeva indi9natio to the gentle ridicule
of Horace, another major dimension of the satiric medium may be
traced along the axis of scornful criticism--patient sympathy.
Here it wi I I be helpful to see how Joyce treats certain per
sonalities which are carried over from his I ife into his writing.
For example, Kevin Sullivan describes Joyce's Father Conmee as

5

Northrup Frye, "The Nature of Satire", Satire 1n Theory
and Practice, Allen & Stephens, editors, P• 28.

6 Worcester,

7Northrup

op ■ cit, P• 139 ■

Frye, Anatomy of Criticism, P• 223.

5
"a close likeness to the actual priest who walked the paths at
Clongowes Wood," yet does not show a sensitivity to the satiric
subtleties inherent in the fictional portrait.

According to

Sul Iivan, the real Conmee was an unambitious man who was cal led
from his favorite pasttimes of writing and enjoying the company
of children to the responsibi Iities of high church office.

He

"was a romantic, with a romantic's deep attachment to the past,
especially to the medieval past."

His Old Times in the Barony,

cited in Ulysses:
is a nostalgic but unsentimental recal I of an older way
of I ife, rural and uncomplicated, around the neighbor
hood of Luainford; a way of life which, even in his own
day, had al I but vanished from the scene. Conmee's
duties as a Jesuit superior left him little time to
write, and Old Times is his only published book. This
is perhaps unfortunate, for his prose style is as simple,
gracious, and courtly as was the man himself. IQ
Besides this model, the unctuous schemer in "Wandering Rocks"
appears at first glance to be the cruel distortion of a scurri
lous lampoon ■

Looking closer, however, we realize that Joyce

has taken the gentle rector as we see him in Portrait and given
him a discoloring symbolic overlayer in Ulysses.

The character

of the opening episode i� "Wandering Rocks," though based on a
8

Kevin Sul Iivan, Joyce Among the Jesuits, P• 17.

IOSu I Iivan, opQ cit., P• 17 ■

6
real person,

1s carrying a representational part--the ineffective

ness of the church--beyond his own identity as a p�rticular �hurch
We should no more expect the character to be the real Father

man.

Conmee than any actor to be his real self when he steps out on
stageu

Though Joyce was aware of the magical power of satire to

II h
.
.
destroy, an d even use d it aga Inst some o f h., s acqua I ntances,
t e

case of Father Conmeee was not such a vic;ious personal attack,
rather an unfortunate literary transmogrification.

The truth of

this is evident when we notice the way Joyce's own Iife is un
flatteringly reflected in Ulysses. He belittles his own weakness
• and pac .1 f.1 sm, I 2 h.1 s turgid "foot and mouth" essay sty Ie, I 3 and
14
his perverse desire to be handled as a nauBhty chi Id by a woman.
W. Y. Tindal I summarizes Joyce's balance of benign and malignant
criticism 1n his discussion of Joyce's "contemplative" vision ■
"While it 1s true that both Stephen and Joyce were sometimes
petulant and driven by their troubles to hold the Irish up to

II

Ellmann, op ■ cit., PP• 286-287.

13tbid., P• 338.
14
tbid., P• 317 ■

7
scorn, it is as true that on the who Ie Joyce's work, however
ironic about departures from the good and true, is compara15
tively .free from savage laughter or moral indignation."
Tindal I concludes that Joyce is "less concerned with what is
wrong with man than with the nature of man; "

16

thus the spirit

...

of his strictures is al lied to "the prevailing attitude
17
to produce an overal I acceptance
of very humane skepticism"
of life as we I ive it, with both its bad and good.
Related to the criticism-sympathy dimension is the ques
tion of the satirist's superiority to or involvement ,n his
commentary.

Often this is solved through the use of a persona

through which the author's views may be voiced.

I8

Bloom fre-

quently assumes this job as spokesman, probably because his
mind is a harborage of sanity and common sense, and the
satirist always works "to reduce everything to simple terms."

19

As a traditional storyteller or subjective presence, Joyce is
almost impossible to pin down in the novel.· In "Aeolus" his com
mentary takes the form of head! ine proclamations; in "Wandering

w.

15

Y. Tindall, James Joyce: His Way of Interpreting the
Modern World, P• 7.
16

Ti_nda11, op. cit., p .. 7 •

17Budgen, op. c ......
I c..,., p. 71.
18

Alvin Kernan, The Plot of Satire, P• I I.

19

Ma-ti:hew Hodgart, Satire, P• 12.t

8
Rocks" he editorializes less obtrusively by tricky cinematic
variations, including a disconcerting antisyzygy.

We shal I

momentarily probe the stylistic camouflage of subjective utter
ances by apparently objective descriptions 1n the "Hades" Chapter ■
The third important dimension across the nature of satire
can be drawn between the antitheses of its conservative or revo
lutionary values.
ference here.

Point of view, of course, makes al I the dif-

In "Wandering Rocks" and throughout Ulysses the

satire is consistently heterodox in that it relentlessly hounds
al I manner of institutions and systems, of no matter what stripe.
In a society, however, where no one really "belongs" to anything
but his own insular existence and pre-established structures are
fast losing thetr relevance, is not iconoclasm a valid expression
of the status�, and thus of orthodoxy?

What is orthodox to

Wi Iliam Humble, lord mayor of Dublin, is certainly heterodox to
his city marshal, John Howard Parnel I

■

In a letter to Nora, Joyce

cl�ims he is "an enemy of the ignobleness and slavishness of
people" which he speaks against "satirically."

This crusade 1s

a clearly revolutionary position when in "Wandering Rocks" we
behold the people's apathetic capitulation to the oppressiveness
of the religious and secular establishments.
Finally, the medium of satire is dichotomized by the anti
podal techniques of gross realism and flagrant exaggeration.
On one hand we have what Kernan terms a "diminishing tendency,"

9
20
.
.
' s corrosive
.
satire
red.uct1on of I .I fe.

"The two most persistent

directions it has fol lowed are the diminishing of the vital to
the mechanical and the spiritual to the vulga�ly material."

21

Both these "directions" are taken up 1n "Wandering Rocks," first
in the extravagant metaphor reducing the city to a giant clock,
secondly in the expose of Father Conmee as representative of a
"spiritual order."

On the other hand, there is what we may call

by analogy a "magnifying tendency," the blow-up of Prufrockian
man to the specifications of the Homeric para I lel.

In "Wandering

Rocks", an exhalted narrative voice uplifts the commonplace of
the streets to its own soaring strain ■

A banana peel is kicked

into the gutter as the doors of the viceregal lodge swing open
"Corny Kelleher sped a silent jet

to giv� the cavalcade egress.

of hay juice arching from his mouth while a generous white arm
from a window in Eccles street flung forth a coin."22

Corres

ponding sti I I more closely with the exaggeration tendancy, the
"gigantism" technic of the �Cyclops� chapter yields Pantegruelian
stereotypes and caricatures ■

Much of the same is true of "Eumaeus",

while the analytic style of "lthica" exemplifies the diminishing
tendancy.

20
21

Kernan, op. cit., p.
Ibid.

53.

22James Joyce, Ulysses, P• 225 ■

10

"The great satirists not only attack people or customs
they think are bad, but they also create a dream world in which
the real world 1s fantastically inverted or travestied."23

For

Joyce, this dream world is the surrealistic phantasmagoria of
"Circe" and it constitutes the union of the magnifying and
diminishing tendencies ■

In "Circe" there 1s no measuring

standard, no equi I ibrium, no proportion.
is inertia.

Forms are free; mind

Assertive sense-data meets no resistance and the

psychological anarchyinwardly mirrors the chaos of the streets
in "Wandering Rocks ■"
Ronald Paulson in his discussion of the evolution of
"satiric realism" has clarified the connections between satire
as a developing form and the realistic modes of most modern
fiction ■

24

"Part of the pleasure," he declares, "of reading

satire derives from its microscopic imitation of the topically
and immediately commonplace.

Even names of unknown people or

places scattered in profusion on a page contribute to the
realistic effect sought by the satirist; they suggest the
actuality of a newspaper or the half-grasped_reality one ex-

.

per1ences 1n an overheard conversation on a street corner."

23

Hodgart, op. cit., pu 24Q

24

Ronald Paulson, Satire and the Novel 1n Ei9hteenth.Century En9land, PP• 3 - 51 ■
25
1bid., P • 22.

25

11
This satiric realism is evinced in the very mood of "Wandering
Rocks," the nucleus of the animated world of Ulysses and the
Neglected as

radial hub of the book's varied satiric themes.

satire in critical literature, the chapter is useful in demon
strating satiric genesis from thematic contrasts, stylistic
shifts and other devices we have just identified.

Fol lowing

three short discussions of passages ii lustrating the transmis
sion of satiric ideas via verbal techniques, an in-depth con
sideration of this chapter wil I be taken up.
Satire in Ulysses operates modally, as a function of style ■
As Joyce ii luminates reality from shifting approaches of
language, satiric moments are emitted, which gradually coalesce
into commentary.

Since both are rooted in contrasts, what L. A.

Muri I lo says of irony may apply as wel I to satire: "It is not
exaggerating things to say that we do not penetrate fully to the
ironic nerve of Ulysses unless or untiI we can assimilat� the
'impersonality' of its large-scale verbal techniques and parodies,
its multidimensional stylization, and arrive thereby at the ap
prehension of how (technique and artifice) Joyce provokes what
his irony conveys."

26

Bef ore looking at an entire chapter, let

us first try to anatomize three specific examples of such "verbal
techniques" at work.
First, ,n a search for the bord�rline point at which Joyce's

26

L. A. Muri Ilo, The Cyclical Night, P• 35

■

12
subjective views spi I I over into objective reality, we detect a
smal I verbal irony which pullulates associatively into grand
satire.

Ulysses' objectivity, rather than a feature of the

characters' own sensory intake and assimilation of their world
1s a feature of the author-mediator's language presentation of
an expanded version of their awareness.

In the process.of ex-

pressing their thoughts and feelings, Joyce enlarges upon them,
so that throughout the perceptive act of the book Joyce is
stimulating his �haracters to demonstrate an objective, even
scientific awareness of their phenomenal Bloomsday, as if the
inhabitants were seeing their city for the first time.

They,

as real observers could not record al I the fleeting, unrealized
forms ·in motion which Joyce is able to verbalize and chronicle
for them:
The high railings of Prospects rippled past their gaze ■
Dark poplars, rare white forms ■ Forms �ore frequent,
white shapes thronged amid the trees, white forms and
fragments streaming by mutely, sustaining vain gestures
on the air.27
This is.an accurately transcribed impression of a view from the
moving funeral carriage in the "Hades" chapter.

From the first

sentence, where Joyce clearly assumes the traditional position
of an outside narrator who can inspect the impressions of his
subjects from the inside, the chronicler, having identified the

27

Ulysses, P•

100.

13
impression by a conventional device, moves toward a mimesis of
the impression in the rest of the paragraph by imposing an ob
jective superawareness on the passengers.

What the mourners

themselves could only perceive sensually as a chiaroscuristic
bl.ur and cognitively retain as an image-print or ideogram, Joyce
translates as the verbal equivalent of a thoroughly scrutinized
and intensely realized visual event.

The swift rhythm created

by the commas duplicates objectively the kinetic quality of the
experience.

The Latinate connotati'ons of ,"�are" and "frequent"

are a linguist's way of accurately designating the experience
of a scene in space transferred to the temporal dimension by a
moving frame of reference.

The seemingly subjective colorings

of thi words "thronged" and "mutely" are subjective only in the
apprehension of the scene by the characters; they are sti II part of
the objective recasting of this apprehension into language by the
author.

"Thronged,"besides representing the germinal idea-form

of Bloom's mature cogitation a page later ("Shovelling them under
by the carload doublequick.

Thousands every hour.

Too many in

the world."), projects as wel I the thought of Bloom in the para

graph above ("Cramped in the carriage. 11) on the world outside
the carriage.

"Mutely" applies not only to the silence of the

dead symbolized in the white tombstones, but also to the solemn
silence of the mourners, who, upon at last pulling up at the
gravesite, have abandoned their conversation.

"Vain," though

appropriately attributed to the monuments, proud in their stately

14
"gestures" and futile in their abi Iity to monumentalize, also
serves as a transferred epithet from Bloom's in-route contempla
tions on life as bounded by death.

Yet in the selection of the

word "vain," Joyce is revealing more than the envelopment of
physical objects in his setting by the transmuting power of his
characters' emotions.

In words like this, he is letting his own

private voice come through, dropping his objective role as
transcriber of his characters' responses, and speaking forth
subjectively as� commentator ·6n the scene he has created. "Vain"
radiates an ironic pronouncement over the entire'scene: vanity
of vanities, al I is vanity.

Two pages below the quoted passage,

the word is linked to the central body image of the chapter by
Bloom,· meditating on the dead queen:
hearts."

"Vain in her heart of

Joyce continues to reinforce his judgment through

Bloom, who contrasts the warm-hearted faith in ceremony and
salvation exhibited by Cunningham and the others with a pagan
preoccupation with cold obstruction ■

The "vain gestures" of

the stones induce similar poses in the Iiving figures, who are
reduced to a ritualistic level of existence by the purely mortal
musings of Bloom.
Our next two citations, both from "Wandering Rocks," also
testify to the charged objectivity of Joyce's Dublin ■
an objectivity not deprived of satiric significance.

It is
A one

legged sailor, for example, petitioning contributions, 1s
frustrated by the "unheeding windows" of the city.

Even a

15
priest ( Father Conmee ) has turned him down ■ Suddenly a "stout
lady"
produces
an offering and, not ten Jerks later, the sailor
'
.
gets another handout from a "plump" arm (Molly's).

We are about

to wonder if Joyce is insinuating that the fat are more generous,
when we notice another occurrence of the plump-motif:
Father Conmee sat in a corner of the tramcar, a blue
ticket tucked with care in the eye o� one plump kid
glove, while four shi I I ings, a sixpence and five pennies
chuted from his other plump glovepalm into his purse ■
Passing the ivy church he reflected that the ticket in
spector usually made his visit when one had carelessly
thrown away the ticket. 2 8
The verbal round is now finished.

Father Conmee wears kid gloves

and has a "plump glovepalm," yet does not give charity to the
one-legged sailor ■

Our expectations are indignant and Father

Conme� is subsequently reviled by our senses of fair play.
As we approach the strange world of "Wandering Rocks" Frank
Budgen warns us, "Similarity of names must not confuse us.
Shadows must not be mistaken for substances.
recognised for past time."2 9

Past t·ime must be

Inescapably, however, we must be

confused; the trap of the labyrinthine technic is too wel I laid.
We wi I I be lost, as Joyce planned, in the mystifying morcel lement
of the city's layout.

28

29

I bid·., p.

222 .

Budgen, op ■ cit., P•

2 14.·

I6

Compare the following passages:
Off an inward bound tram stepped the reverend Nicholas
Dudley C. C. of saint Agatha's church, north Wi I liam
street, on to Newcomen bridge.30
On the steps of the City ha! I Counci I lor Nannetti,
descending hailed Alderman Cowley and Councillor
Abraham Lyon ascending.31
Nicholas Dudley, a minister of the church, is not the Earl of
Dudley, the not humble William Humble, Viceroy of the king.
Ni�holas Dudley, going down, passes Father Conmee, symbol of
secularized religion, going up.

Alderman Cowley, a deputy of

government, is not Father Cowley, minister of the church.

Alder

man Cowley, going up, passes Counci I for Nannetti, deputy of govern
ment, going down.

What has taken place here 1n this absurd ex

change· is the fifth-dimensional intersection of Father Conmee's
orbit with the orbit of the lord mayor.

Although the actual

steric paths of these two symbols of popular oppression are
divergent,_ Joyce cannot resist the temptation to bring them to
gether in this irrational way.

They pass each other not with

fanfare, but in a dul I business! ike manner, in their regular
routines of daily exploitation.
Joycean satire, we have seen, ranges widely across the
dimensions of the tradition and is as variable as his styles.
Havihg looked at examples of the origins of satire themes in

30
31

Ulysses, P• 222.
I bid .. , p. 246.

17
his verbal art, we are now ready to turn our attention to
satiric contrasis in the scope of an entire chapter, "Wandering
Rocks ■"

After Father Conmee's prelude, the door on the first

vignette creaks open ■

It is a coffinlid:

Corny Kelleher closed his long daybook and glanced
with his drooping eye at a pine coffinlid sentried in
a corner. He pulled himself erect, went to it and,
spinning it on its axle, viewed its shape and brass
furnishings. Chewing his blade of hay he laid the
coffinlid by and came to the doorway. There he tilted
his hatbrim to give shade to his eyes and leaned
against the , doorcase, I ook ing id I y out. 32
This drowsy introduction prepares us for the stagnation of
s�irit we are about to encounter everywhere on the streets.
As Bloom expressed it in "Hades", "The Irishman's house is
3
his COff.In■ ,, 3

2
3 Ibid., P• 224 ■
331bid., P• 110.

II
When Matthew Hodgart posits that "satire 1s an urban art,"
he explains that "the literary satirist wil I not permit his

victim the psychic space to assert himself as an individual.1134
The close and crowded prospect of Hogarth or Toulouse-Lautrec
has been applied to literature since the time of Juvenal, whose
disheartened Umbricius of the "Third Satire" lamented, "honestis
nullus

.l.!l

urbe locus" as he proceeded to bemoan that cess-

pool of flatterers, foreigners, and show people that 1s a city.
If Joyce's Dublin seems somehow less infected than Juvenal's
Rome, it is not because Joyce a I I ows his fu I I cast of Dub I iners.
to luxuriate in the fut lness of their own "psychic spaces."

True,

the three main characters are allotted ample room to vindicate
themselves; the total views we have of Bloom, Stephen and Molly
press successfully for their forgiveness.

What, though, of the

others who lend their currents of consciousness to the flow of
Joyce J s narrative?
·'·In "Wandering Rocks", a narrative voice 1s introduced-not the straightforward, traditional omniscient narrator of the
first two chapters of Ulysses, nor quite the compass voice, used
to establish bearings, interjected among and diffused with the
thought-speeches of Stephen on the strand or Bloom on the street.

34

Hodgart, op. cit., P• 129.

19
Rather than simply echoing the characters' silent expression,
The new air greeted him, harping in wi Id nerves, wind
of wild air of seeds of brightness • • • 35
or establishing the correlation between phenomenal and noumenal ·
events,
An incoming train clanked heavily above his head,
coach after coach. Barrels bumped in his head: dul I
porter slopped and churned inside. 36
this narrative voice actually picks up the characters' verbaliza
tions and toys with them:
Stephen Dedalus watched through the webbed window
the lapidary's fingers prove a timedulled chain. Dust
webbed the window and the showtrays. Dust darkened
the toiling fingers with their vulture nai Is. Dust
s I ept on du11 co i Is of bronze and si Iver, Iozenges
of cinnabar, on rubies, Ieprous and wine-dark stones. 37
This narrative voice has incorporated Stephens' lyrical medita
tion into its descriptive cyclorama, just as it later catches up
some of Patrick Dingham's paratactic dawdlings on Boylan and Doran:
In Grafton street Master Dingham saw a red flower 1n a
toff's mouth and a swel I pair of kicks on him and he
Iistening to what the drunk was tel ling him and
grinning al I the time. 38
Whereas the narrator in earlier chapters directs the reader to
an exploratory introspective concern with Stephen and Bloom as

u I ysses,

35
36

1
•
--'2.!.9.

37
38

I

P• 44.

P• 79.

Ibid., P• 241.
1bid.,

pa

251.

20

complete, complex, psychological entities,

1n "Wandering Rocks"

the narrative voice sweeps us forward in a catalogue of names,
titles, degrees and intentionally fragmentized portraits of a
whirl of characters, whose� passant poses are subordinated
to the epic panorama of a celebrating, cinematic lens.

Until

this chapter, we have sought to understand the characters in
the context of their physical surroundings; here we seek to
understand the city in terms of its inhabitants.

Although the

portraits are necessarily underdeveloped, some are deeply in
sightful and are intended to form epiphanies of the personality.
As soon as the impression materializes and the reader begins to
be fas�inated, he is hurried on in the rush of a "crowded
canvas. "

39

It is just such a hectic environment where.the under-

standing of a character is denied the time to be carefully culled
out of a wealth of situations, that satire 1s Iikely to flourish.
In this fluxion of glimpses, where psychic breathing-room is
I imited and both the submerged and vocalized language of the
characters is incorporated in a higher narrative voice, certain
distort�ons appear, distortions which belong to th� "urban art."
Penciled-in figures become standardbearers of their own peculiar
ities, which are emphasized in Joyce's effort to be both brief
and vivid.
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Corny Kelleher as himself becomes a feature of his own
emblematic blade of hay, Jimmy Henry only vaguely emerges from
a peerish repine, and a one-legged sailor, a comic prop for the
Nelson motif, resounds his grudging "England expects
jerks away unfathomed.

■

•

• "

and

Prescribed by their formulaic epithets,

characters become · caricatures and merge into poster-people
with al I the depth of Eugene Stratton and Marie Kendal I, who can
themselves "al I hail!" and "wel I met!" as vibrantly as any Dub
liner.

Amid the 'shifting population even the characters whose

portraits have had other chapters to acquire form and body cannot
provide a frame of reference for coherently interpreting the
abundance of revolving action, as their familiar shapes are
quickly reshuffled in the tide of impressions ■

Bloom's and

Stephen's presences in the chapter, occupying approximately the
middle section I ike a "quiet center", are but islands of relief
giving recognition for a reader jostled along by the ever forward
pressing epic cantor, whose effect depends upon dazzling the
observ�r with sketches and outlines of multitudes in motion.
Joyce the cataloguer cannot afford to_stop and examine, which

leaves opportunity for Joyce the satirist to seize upon the
hyperbolical and trademarked images of the throng ■

The style which delivers this rapid frame effect was wel I
designated "labyrinthine".

Led by the narrator-cataloguer, the

reader is made to feel the intricacies of the city by a number
of devices.

First, Joyce, going beyond realism, employs a
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plethora of place names, which produce a sense of the familiar
and local satirically imbued with the legendary and grandiose.
The overpowering inclusion of streets, quays, and bridges has
neither the dignity of Homer's nor the sonority of Milton's
use of this technique.

If we can assume that Ulysses was 1n-

tended for an audience wider than the intimates of Dublin, it
must be seen that, besides satisfying Joyce's desire for accuracy
and immediacy, his overzealousness for Dub I in toponymy was di
rected toward the celebrating tone of an Odyssean Wanderung, and
the bewilderment of the mapless reader •.

Budgen notes that "Joyce

wrote the "Wandering Rocks" with a map of Dublin before him on
which were trac�d in red ink the paths of the Earl of Dudley and
Father· Conmee.

He calculated to a minute the time necessary for
40

his characters to cover a given distance of the city."

Yet the

characters themselves must move warily through the maze.

"Strok

ing his nose with his forefinger," Dudley White stands pondering
three possible routes and modes of travel up to Phibsborough.
Each alternative is weighed as if he were chosing among obstacle
courses.

Father Conmee takes a tram to escape passing "on foot

the dingy way past Mud Island" and pities an old woman who almost
forgets to get out before the penny limit.

Budgen senses that the

reader; too, in spite of Joyce's confident heuristic voice, is
intimidated by the complexity of the city:

"We are strangers

1n the town and can find our way only by the exercise of attention
40 sudgen, op. cit., p.1�3

and caution."
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While engendering in the reader this depays� perplexity, the
feeling of imposing physical dimensions in "Wandering Rocks"
looms heavily over the "psychological space" of the characters.
The mythological labyrinth was designed to be an elaborate
prison, and the sheer mass of Joyce's modern version threatens
a spirituaj confinement of the kind that the· reader witnessed
in Dub I inersa

Dependent upon the fat lacy that what

1s

larger

seems of greater worth, the satiric method here is the most
basic kind of reduction--simply dwarfing or overshadowing the
object.

Of what count could be al I the microscopic endeavors

unfolded sub specie Dublini?

The physical city has no respect

for the miniscule intel I igences that infest its monumental
structures, not even the lord lieutenant general and general
governor of Ireland to whom the "Poddle river hung out in fealty a
tongue of I iquid sewage," nor yet the distinguished one-legged
sailor, whose every painful jerk is acknowledged only by the
silent jeer of Nelson Street.

The indifferent massiveness of

Joyce's setting oppresses the characters with the same weight
as the pure voluminousness of his book affects the reader.
Promoting the power of physical reality, the narrative
voice revels in holding up to view the hemmed-in thoughts of

41
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the essentially static characters of this chapter.

Stephen, for

example, signalled by a parenthetically inserted fl.ash to Florence
MacCabe and her companion from "Proteus," is summoned back by the
strident pulsing of the Dublin power station to his thoughts on
the strand.

There he dwelt on the conflict between Platonic

"signatures" and Aristotelian substance:

"Diaphane, adiaphane."

42

"Matter 1s the prime symbol of Ulysses; Proteus is 'Primal Matter',"
but it is the mask that Stephen can't strike through.

His out

wardly striving poetic nature, another source of pressure, compels
him from within to face the external material barriers which are
crushing him.
The whirr of flapping leathern bands and hum of
dynamos from the powerhouse urged Stephen to be on.
Beingless beings. Stop! Throb always without you
and the throb always within. Your heart you sing of.
I between them. Where? Between two roaring worlds
where they swirl, I.
The industrial mode of life which Dublin enforces 1s a deadly
leveling force against Stephen Dedalus' spiritual soarings. With
procrustean constraint, the city envelops the creative instinct
with a spiritual sterility.
The next sty I istic contributor to the disorientation of the
reader is the restlessness of scene.

42
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episodes, a crumpled throwaway, a dancing professor, or a I ine
of sandwichmen.may be violently interpolated at any moment ■ This
technique, which anticipated the sudden view shift used for
commentary in many present-day films, dramatizes by juxtaposition
certain·ironic insights into the relationships of the characters
and the �ignificance of the events.

Comic comparison, surprise,

and bisociation are al I satiric elements implicit in the unstable
setting.
The techniq�e also involves in the inhumanity of its parti
tioned vision, the satiric suggestion that the city is some sort
of vast machine, in which its citizens are but interacting parts,
like the number disks that wobble down the grooves of Tom Rock
ford's·turn-shower in the ninth episode.

Joyce's stress, how

ever, on the simultaneity of certain incidents in the chapter
and on the mathematical coordination of individual schedules,
conjures up the more likely image of a great time-keeping device,
one which measures out the intertangled meanderings of thirty-two
programmed courses with impeosonal efficiency.

Like cuckoo birds,

Miss Kennedy and Miss Douce burst into view in the window of the
nearby Ormond to herald the moment Martin Cunningham initiates
a discussion with his comrades about help for young Patrick and
widow Dingham.

This contemporaneous flash of "bronze by gold"

is interjected into the street scene without explanation or
warning, but the effect is a mocking reminder that, besides the
Mirus Bazaar inaugeration towards which the viceregal cavalcade
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1s bound, Cunningham's charitable activities are the only sincere
and purposeful business being conducted anywhere rn sight.

The

barmaids' unexpected appearance here reminds us too that an un
alterable chain of events has been set in motion with Boylan's
appointment at the Ormond, that at the very moment the group out
side Castleyard Gate is serving the interests of the Dingham
family, time rs gathering another cast for an inevitable scene
a few bl.eeks away.

In the distracted, uncontrived confusion of

the cit y, there are no neat cues to prevent a submerged current
of the plot from intruding on the present action and announcing
its preparations for fate.

This mechanistic view of Joyce's

·labyrin�h, and the technique of startling juxtaposition
promotes it, is compatable with Kenner's understanding of the
world of Ulysses as despoiled by technological and material
values.

It is an absurdly comic "world of gears and sidewalks,

of bricks laid side by side, of data thrust into a computer and
whirled through permutations baffling to the imagination."

44

Although he doesn't agree that Joyce's Dub I iners have abandoned
their human and spiritual natures, Budgen is sensitive to their
automation counter-aspect.

"They are also bodies," he says,
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"isolated masses of matter moving through space."

Joyce himself

, has told us that the art of "Wandering Rocks" is "mechanics", which

44 Kenner,
45
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endorses a dehumanizing slant on the chapter's body part, blood.
Rather than man's vital essence, here it is the coursing current
of Dublin's arteries, the throbbing current 1n which the citizens
are only corpuscles, driven by the workings of the city's superior
wi I I.
Intensifying the automatic serility of this robot image is
a mechanical repetition of the interposed scenes.

When in the

last episode, he is Iisted as "unobserved" by the passing caval
cade, Professor Dennis J. Maginni has already broken in to the
narrative twice with his "gay apparel" and "grave deportment."
The H.E.L.Y.'S sandwichmen and the Elijah throwaway are mentioned
three times each with their f6rmulas "tallwhitehatted," "plodded",
"crumpled" and "skiff."

In almost every episode there is a sudden

switch to the synchronous action of another episode, so that a
strange sensation of d�1ja vu arises in the observer.

There is

an implication here that not only are the movements of.Joyce's
city the mechanical stops and starts of a society foresworn of
spiritual allegiances, but that even human freedom and wi I I have
been made obsolete by technical processes.

This frightening

.
.
11 46 •1s a f am1· I ·1ar
re d uctl'on o f man-- " a b I ow at our I .I fe-1. I I us1on-theme in satire.

"The satirist," Hodgart explains, "shows his

enemy as condemned to repeat the same meaningless movements over
46Hodgart, op. cit., P• 11.9.

and over again, like the damned in Dante's hel I."
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Joyce's use of memory augments these cyclical patterns.
In the fourth episode, just as Katey Dedalus announces her
failure in 'pawning some of Stephen's old school books, Father Con
mee passes through the field of Clongowes, where Stephen began
his formal education.

This spliced-in moment is a repeat from the

Father's own first episoqe, in which his memory, triggered by the
tingling sensation of the stubby field, flashes back to evening
walks there when he was rector and Stephen a student.

With this

line of associations established, Joyce needs only to reintroduce
in the Dedalus daughters' episode Father Conmee's movement through
the field:

"His thinsocked ankles tickled by stubble," to acti

vate a subliminal connection with the events at Clongowes sixteen
years before.

The repetition of the memory stimulus induces a

spectral simi lacrum of a Father Conmee, doomed to peripateticall y
peruse his breviary in the stubble of Clongowes field, amid the
cries of the boys at play.

In Stephen's own episode, as he

browses through some bookstal I titles in hopes of recovering
one of the schoolbooks his sisters could set I, the memory
similacrum is again conjured, with a spurious Latin invocation
and the cue "my pawned schoolprizes ■"

With these words, Father

_Conmee reappears, echoing Stephen's Latin with his vespers.

The

Stephen-Conmee mnemic series again asserts itself in the "Circe"

47. __!_•,
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episode, when "Don John Conmee" is released from his purgatorial
pacing to mercifully absolve Stephen from Father Dolan's indictments.
Haunted by the daughters of memory, Stephen is often, as
1n the passage from "Scylla and Charybdis" below, struck by the
spiral, rather than the linear motion of time:
Every I ife is many days, day after day. We walk through
ourselves, meeting robbers, ghosts, giants, old men,
wives, widows, brothers-in-love. But always meeting
ourselves.48
Bloom, too, through the frequent encroachment of memory on his
present, 1s eternally involved in time's repeat performances.
Throughout Ulysses

the realization that he is helplessly acting

out fami I iar situations from a recurring com�dy creeps upon .him ■
49
"Past was is today" he says in "Circe", and from a meditation in
"Nausicaa":
The year returns. History repeats itself. Ye crags
and peaks I'm with you once again.
Life, love, voyage
round your own I ittle world. And now?SO
And only a moment later:
So it returns ■ Think you're escaping and run into
yourself. Longest way round is the shortest way
home.
Bloom's thoughts show his sensitivity to perhaps the highest
irony of e�istence--that life is a parody of itself.
48utysses, P• 218.
4 9lbid., P• 515 •.
so1b·
, d ., P•
__
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new under the sun , he quotes in the same passage; and by
If

praeteritio Joyce urges an extrapolation of a favorite satiric
theme, vanity, from these Nietzschean rhythms of eternal recurrence.
In addition to justifying the sharp juxtapositions of
"Wandering Rocks" from a stylistic basis, ie. demonstrating
how a mechanical style contributes to a comprehensive mechanistic
theme, there are at least three clearly functional explanations
for the use of this technique, each with its satiric overtones ■
The first is the achievement of unity.

Certainly the trans

location of incomplete parts from neighboring episodes to effect
integritas is a crude and artificial device, but as has been
shown,· Joyce is not interested in an harmonious impression of
his city.

·Goldberg detects social satire behind the tesselated

structure•. In The Cfassical Temper, he asse_rts;''Wandering Rocks"·
parodies the fragmentation and mechanical 'order' of modern
society by its ostentatiously mechanical linking of nineteen
fragmentary episodes in different parts of Dub Iin."

51

The

dissipation of social systems is further pointed to by the
democratic perspective of Joyce's sp Iintered scene,

1n

which

minor characters receive as much attention as Bloom and Stephen,
and the lordly viceregal procession is shoved into the background ■
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Instead of the "idyllic" providential order which Father Conmee
imagines, wherein God puts turf in bogs, men dig it out, barge
men take it to town, and poor people make cozy fires with it,
Joyce has returned us to the reign of Chaos and Old Night.
The second functional explanation for Joyce's employment
of abruptly intercallated passages is the creation of an ironic
tension between the juxtaposed elements for purposes of com
mentary.

We have already seen how this works in the prophetic

materialization of the Misses Douce and Kennedy in the midst of
Martin Cunningham's eleemosynary canvassing.

A more conspicious

example of this occurs in the fourteenth episode just before
Ben Doi lard explains to the hounded Father Cowley that Reuben
Dodd's claims on his possessions must yield to the prior
distraint of his landlord for rent.

The man who can beat the

notorious Reuben Dodd to a dispossession filing breaks in at
this point, fantasizing about his hobnobbing with the Geraldines

■

We have learned from Ned Lambert that he is writing a book about this
noble· family and we later learn from his obsequious attitude toward
the cavalcade that he is "mindf�I of· lords deputies whose hands
"52
benignant had held of yore rich advowsons
His dream is
■

ecclesiastical wealth and station, but in real life he settles
for what secular benefits he can find.

In this case, though, a

'fellow churchman is the reluctant benefactor.
52
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Love is the name?
-That's right, Father Cowley said.

The reverend Mr Love.53

Joyce withholds unti I these lines at the end of the sequence the
euonymous Reverend Love's identity as the detestable landlord.
An instance of pathetic juxtaposition can be found in the
fifth episode where Blazes Boylan is flirtatiously negotiating
with a blond sales girl for a basket of fruit, an advance pres
ent for Molly.

Their date is in an hour and after anxiously

checking his watch,
-Send it at once, wi I I you?

he said.

Its for an invalid.54

While Bolan, arranging immediate tram delivery, 1s writing Molly's
address, Joyce inserts a passing shot of Bloom, hunting out in a
bookstal I a salacious romance for his wife.

The dramatic irony

depends on the stereoscopic view of the two men, each seeking
a suitable offering to Molly's gratification.

Bloom, motivated

by a husbandly devotion and a real need to satisfy Molly, can only
reach for her vicariously on an imaginary level.

He sends an

articulate surrogate in the form of Raoul, an erotic apology for
· his own inadequacy.

ijoylan sends a sensual confirmation of their

tryst-"fat pears" laid "head by tail" with "�hamefaced peaches"
surrounding a bottle of champagne and a jar of perfume.

Patheti

cally, Bloom's idealized agape can only find an idealized medium
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at the time Boylan's casual gift of eros attains an active and
actual medium of lovemaking.

Another ii lustration of the editorial power of simultaneous
scene transposition is to be found in the sixteenth episode, the
conversation of Mui ligan and Haines, in the 0.8.C.
tone is mocking, the latter's condescending ■

The former's

Playing chess at

a table nearby is John Howard Parnel I, brother of Charles Parnell
and city marshal I, representing the true political presence of
Ireland hovering over their words.

Their discussion is contained

within a pair of brief insets, each of which exerts a subtle
satiric compression on the smugness of Haines' remarks

■

-I am sure he has an idee fixe, Haines said,
pinching his chin thoughtfully with thumb and fore
finer. Now I am speculating what it would be I ikely
to be
Such persons always have SS
■

■

It's rather interesting because Professor Pokorny of
Vienna makes an interesting point out of that ■ • •
-He can find no trace of hel I in ancient Irish
myth, Haines said, amid the cheerful cups. The moral
idea seems lacking, the sense of destiny, of retribu
tion. Rather strange he should have just that fixed
idea.56

And as if to epitomize himself as the elite interloper:
-This is real Irish cream I take it, he said
with forebearance. I don't want to be imposed on.57
58
the personification of
While Haines, ag "the sea's ruler,"
551bid.,

561bid.,
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the imperial attitude, suffers himself to dissect with English
detachment the culture of Ireland, the one-legged sailor la
boriously makes his way down Nelson Street and "growls" those
lines from'the song "The Death of Lord Nelson" which begin

"England expects. • • "

It 1s a grotesque picture of the

sufferings of the Irish as they perform their "duty" t� England
and it puts Haines' glib over-tea observations on the lack of
an Irish "moral idea" in a hollow context.

Just as Haines

tastes a spoonful of his Irish cream, Joyce pans to the crumpled
"Elijah the Restorer" leaflet, which as we shall shortly see, is
a representation of Bloom as an unwitting and ineffectual savior
of Stephen.
IS

Described in nautical terms,the prophetic message

"sai I ing eastward. •

•

by the three-masted schooner Rosevean

from Bridgewater with bricks."

The passing of these two vessels,

the pseudo-deliverer's paper skiff, carrying Bloom's non-violent Sinn
Feinism and his truly ecumenical humanitarianism, by the brickladen three-master, bearing British domination and

W. B. Murphy's

brutish world parasitism, summarizes the powerlessness of Ireland's
resistance to England and satirizes their "green rag to a bul 1" 59
relationship.

When the Viceroy passes by in the final episode, the

wiIling obeisance of the other D.B.C. patrons casts unfavorable
shadows on John Howard Parnell's strategic contemplation of the
political chessboard:
59
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From the window of the D.8.C. Buck Mui ligan gaily,
and Haines gravely, gazed down on the viceregal
equipage over the shoulders of eager guests, whose
mass of forms darkened the chessboard whereon John
Howard Parnel I looked intently.60
Into the term "eager guests" above we may read -"subverted by
pageantry to servi I ity."

The citizens are eager to be guests

of the Viceroy in their own land.
A third functional purpose of Joyce's dramatic juxtapositions
1n this chapter is the evocation of memory linkages to open a time
transparency behind the narrative.

Past associations flow forth,

for�ing an ironic involucrum around the present scene.

The

"Proteus" connections reproduced at the powerhouse and the chain
of Conmee-Clongowes remembrances surrounding Stephen's sisters'
episode have been cited.

At the close of the latter scene,

Boody Dedalus ungratefully regards the peasoup that Maggy has
procured from charity:
-Our father who art not in heaven.
Maggy, pouring yellow soup in Katey's bowl, exclaimed:
-Boody! For shame!
A skiff, a crumpled.throwaway, Elijah is coming,
rode lightly down the Liffey • • • 61
Boody's spontaneous utterance represents an honest denial on the
popular level of Father Conmee's visionary theocratic order.

It

1s a satiric explosion of the entire familial, societal, municipal,

61
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national and ecclesiastical pyramid.

The voyage of the throwaway,

constituting a quasi-benedictory coda to the interlude of poverty,
The evange

is a sardonic answer to Broody's blasphemous prayer.

lical promises of a better day are "crumpled" with the children's
despair as "Elijah is coming" is going out to sea.

Further sug

gested by the throwaway is an anamnestic interplay between the
table seen� and O'Connel I Bridge at one o'cl�ck, when Bloom, at
the beginning of the "Laestrygonian" chapter, launched the paper
skiff.

His thou�hts set off by sight of "underfed" Di.lly outside

the auction rooms, move in sympathy with the family's destitution.
Identified with the "restorer" prophet and with Christ through

Joyce's use of Bibi ical parallels, 62 Bloom then commits his

proclamation to the Liffey and follows it with two crumbed Ban
bury cakes for the hungry gul Is.

Approximately for the time of

day, the chapter is replete with hunger imagery, al I of which is
recalled with the concatenation of circumstances at the bridge
two starvedly long hours later through the suggestive vehicle
of Bl�om's throwaway.

His mission to the Dedalus family is not

fulfi I led, of course, unti I he replenishes the fasting Stephen
in the Nostos.

The unlikeliness of Bloom's messianic role, more

incredible even than his Odyssean role, is matched by the extreme
irony that an his very rejection of it (the casting of Elijah
the throwaway upon the waters) I ies the publishing of it (the
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faithful tracking of the good tidings handbi I I by Joyce's lens).
That a crumpled throwaway riding the Dublin tides could bear
the news of their brother's impending redemption, though it
does not relieve the misery of the sisters' scene, does beg a
ludicrously ingenuous hope for some anagog1c value in Joyce's
surfacely mechanical minutiae.

The strained symbology and the

superm iracu I i zation of und i stinguished particu I ars,

1

n this

example and throughout Ulysses, undermine the reader's search
for a comprehensively positive assertion in the book.
Although a number of Joyce's intrusive shots do describe
an ironic standard for interpreting the scene, many are simply
arbitrary copulae aimed at establishing a simultaneous bonding
among ·the events (Professor Maginni passes Lady Maxwel I as
Father Conmee spots Mrs. McGuiness), creating the effect of a
giant city-machine (Tom Richford's turn-shower activates at the
moment Boylan's secretary begins clicking on her typewriter),
startling or distracting us with the chaos of a busy city (the
bel I from the auction house where Di I ly is waiting rings shrilly
in her sisters' scene) or simply "reminding us that a character
has not ceased to have his being just because he is not at that
moment being described."

63

The technique somewhat corresponds

to the old-style political cartoons, in which were depicted
an entire panorama of interacting figures in various satirical
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poses, a I I of the action supposed Iy go Ing on at the same·• .time •
The eye moves across the surface of such drawings, as it does
across this chapter, picking up each separate action without
ever losing the effect of the whole

■

In both the crowded cartoon

and "Wandering Rocks", the viewer's accustomed sense of focus
and close-up are frustrated.
Besides Joyce's subsultory point of view and the abundance
qf place names that accompany this device, a series of meaning
less false starts and dead ends intensifies the sensation of
urban vertigo in "Wandering Rocks."

The erratic Cashel Boyle

O'Conner Fitzmaurice Tisdal I Farrel I parades down North Mount
Street unti I, inexp Iicab Iy, he pivots about and doub Ies back
along Merrion Square.

It is as if Mr. Farrel I has a preordained

rendezvous to col Iide with the blind strip Ii ng in front of Mr.
Bloom's dental windows.
Leopold.

Bloom the dentist is no relation to

Our Bloom meanwhile, is straining to overhear a con

versation between the hideous bookseller and an unknown woman
behind a "dingy curtain."

Tom Kernan almost hai Is who he thinks

is Sam Lambert, but he realizes he only looks. I ike Sam.

Patrick

Dingham decides he wants to attend a fight before he notices that
the advertisement is outdated.

A policeman is seen talking to

Corny Kelleher, whom we suspect--we are not certain--is a secret
informer.

The twentieth century world emerging in Ulysses is

often frightfully incoherent and irrational.

Standing between
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two ages--the Victorian and the modern--Joyce realized that
the passing mysteries of life and the elusive enigmas of the
past would take new forms in an industrial milieu.

In the

experiential validity of his psychological realism, Joyce
anticipated the megapolitan neurosis.
There is Iittle anchorage to be had for the reader of
"Wandering Rocks."

Confounded by verbal and situational

blinds, such as those mentioned above, he is driven along at
a brisk pace through a densely populated polymythic complex.
Here in this central chapter of Ulysses, nearly the ful I cast of
characters swarm onstage and the main concerns of plot ramify
into a manifold of action.

The etymological basis of our word

"satire" is the Latin term lanx satura, meaning a plate heaped
with a variety of foods; thus the I iterary satura was a medley
of characters and situations.

In the heterogeneous texture of

"Wandering Rocks", Joyce reflects the origins of the satiric
form.

"Certain comic material was ready at hand, and, in

think.ing back upon his native city, he prepared his great con
vocation of the city's eccentrics.11

64

Many of the characters are met for the first time in this
chapter; most play no significant role in the book as a whole.
Some, such as Professor Maginni, who apparently has no being
beyond his affected attire and delicate bearing, are almost
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more anonymous than the Nameless One.

There as a phantasmal

"elderly female" for instance who haunts the courthouse and
who is probably a prefiguration of the dignified witnesses who
testify against Bloom in the "Circe" Chapier.

Via the epithet

"no more young" she is linked an Father Conmee's ruminations to
Mary Rochford, first countess of Belvedere,_ who was also a de
fendant in a sexual misbehavior trial.

Possibly Joyce intended

her as a personification of Eris herself, an self-directed

ra. d.acu I e of h ·as " penc h ant for I ·I t ·agat ·10n. "65

Kain lists nine

different "barristers and solicitors" in Ulysses, and a signi
ficant number of the characters are involved in some kind of
66
legal wrangling.
Wearily bearing his heavy tomes, Denis
Breen1 hopeful of ten thousand pounds from an unidentified
postcard penner, trudges from lawyer to lawyer in "Wandering
Joyce enjoyed bringing disputes to court many times in

Rocks."

his life and, as a grand Circean climax "dreamed of a trial of
U I ysses as successfu I as th at of M a d ame Bovary."

67

1 68
.
e vague personages, freaks, and natur.a Is of the c1·ty, 1
"Th
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as Budgen cal Is them, stray throughout the chapter under constant
threat of misfortune.

Mr. Farrel I, we have noted, almost makes a

point of accidently bumping against the bl ind stripling.
"plumb bare generous arm" protrudes from a window at

When a

7 Eccles

S�reet, the mendicant one-legged sailor is unable to catch Molly's
contribution with his cap.

He must rely on "one of the urchins" who

are "gaping at his stump with their yellow-slobbered mouths."

Mr.

Breen and the man in the macintosh are nearly trampled under the
viceregal horses� while Lenehan, that "sp�rting vagrant",

69

and

his cohort M'Coy check their steps to avoid the unyielding path
of a speeding ambulance car.

The movements of Dublin's under

ground figures, unlike the comprehensible courses of the more
familiar characters, are random and unpiloted, without ·control
or destination.

These anarchistic, errant energies are part of

the elemental churching of the city, the erosive foundation of
flux over which the delusion of stability in Dublin's "orders"
1s poised.

Minor irregularities in themselves, they are symptoms

of penetrating deficiencies in these established systems, which,
Joyce is indicating, are diseased within and can find little
faith-grounded support without.
A number of Joyce's portrait miniatures in "Wandering Rocks"
are worth considering for the added perspectives on the city they
are able to provide.

An effective primitivistic perspective 1s

69 James Joyce, Dubliners, P• 50.
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that of the chi Id, whose natural categories are a perfect
satiric vantage on a corrupt world.

70

In the penultimate epi-

sode of "Wandering Rocks", Master Patrick Dingham i Iluminates
with an innocent truth the death charades of the adult culture ■
We have already seen how Bloom with his scientific truth cuts
through the funeral ceremony in "Hades" to disclose the conflict of death ritual vs. death reality.

Dismissed from the

adults on an errand obviously because he is too young to under
stand either the significance of the event or the value of
their dismal comfort, Patrick Dingham exposes the funeral con
duct of his parlor mourners as belonging to the same bootless mode
of custom:
It was too blooming dul I sitting in the parlour with
Mrs Stoer and Mrs Quigley and Mrs-MacDowel I and the
blind·was down and they al I at their sniffles and
sipping sups of the superior tawny sherry uncle Barney
brought from Tunney's. And they eating crumbs of the
cottage �ruit cake jawing the whole blooming time and
sighing. I
In contrast to the decorous sipping and sighing of his older
relatlves,

Patrick penetrates the sorrowful trappings to the

essential fact of death:
His face got al I grey instead of being red like it was
and there was a fly walking over it up to his eye.
The scrunch that was when they were screwing the screws
into the coffin: and the bumps when they were bringing
it downstairs ■
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that

Pa was inside it
IS•
Pa is dead.

•

Never see him again ■
My father is dead. 7 2
•

■

Death,

While the mature world circumvents such truth with lugubrious
sniveling, the young Dingham confronts it honestly and in the
simplest terms.

Even the retributive and soterial aspects of

his ·father's death are considered without the hysteria of fear
or the anguish of dogma:
I hope he is in
That was Mr Dingham, . my father
purgatory now because he went to co�fession to father
Conroy on Saturday night- 7 3
■

Several minor characters in "Wandering Rocks" open a
perspective on Oubl in much like Peter Blume's satiric cityscape
"The Eternal City."

That painting, depicting the modern Romans

as content to derive their prestige from the surrounding ruins,
shows how a city may escape the responsibilities of the present
by escaping into a preoccupation with the past.

In Ulysses,

Jqyce is deliberate i·n his al Ius ions to nine different commemora-·
tive statues rising over the city
new Valha Ila ■
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and inspiring the image of a

In "Wandering Rqcks," Father Conmee, Reverend Love,

Ned L�mbert, Jack O'Molloy, and Tom Kernan al I carry something of
the soul of Miniver Cheevy in their studied nostalgia.
of history are superimposed on the faces of the present:
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Effigies
Bloom

■

Although Kain omits Gratton's statue at
P• 2 7 3
Trinity College (Ulysses, P• 228), he includes Tone's on Stephen's
Green which.was never erected.
7 4Kain;

■
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sees Shakespeare in Cunningham, Father Conmee sees Mary Queen of
Scots in Mrs. M'Guiness, and Stephen sees Charles I in Di I ly.
"Lawyers of the past", resurrected by memory, survey the activi
ties .of the city from Four Courts.

In the eighth episode Ned

Lambert is showing Reverend Love and Jack O'Molloy "the most
historic spot in �I I Dublin," St. Mary's Abbey, where Lord
Thomas Fitzgerald announced his apostacy to Henry VII I ■

Other

references to seditious acts are made, the Gunpowder Plot and
the Earl of Kildare's burning of Cashel Cathedral.

The fire

of rebellion has faded, however, in Joyce's Dublin; the council
chamber of the �bbey is a dark, dusty warehouse "where dray men
were loading floats with sacks of carob and palmnut meal."
Joyce's Dubliners, adulating the viceroy as he makes his tri
umphal procession, are satisfied to glory in their ·unsurpassable
history.
Tom Kernan is one of the Dubliners most "retrospective" in
outlook.

He begins the twelfth episode by thinking back on how

smoothly he had handled one of his customers and how a bank
manager had noticed him the day before because of his fashion
able frockcoat:
Dress does it. Nothing like a dressy appearance ■
Bowls them over • • • Mr. Kernan halted and preened
himself before the sloping mirror of Peter Kennedy,
hairdresser. Stylish coat beyond a doubt. Scott of
Dawson street. Wei I worth the half sovereign I gaye
Neary for it.75
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We remember from "Grace" that Mr. Kernan has suffered some
decline in his tea trade and yet "believed in the dignity of its
76
cal ling," · which he seeks to reinstate with a certain amount.of
calculated peacockery.

His display of finery, though aimed at

others, nevertheless autohypnotical ly holds him in a lingering
narcissistic spel I before the mirror

■

Under the euphoria of

his client's gin, Kernan himself begins to believe the role he
conceived for the business world:
Aham! Must dress the character for those follows
Knight of the road. Gentlemen ■ ■ • •
Mr. Kernan glanced in farewel I at his image. High
colour, of course. Grizzled moustache. Returned
Indian officer ■ Bravely he bore his stumpy body for
ward on spatted feet, squaring his shoulders.77

■

Thus buoyed up, Kernan with a "fat strut" to which "his frock
tai Is winked" proceeds heroically into 1798 ■

There he relives

the adventures of the United lrishmen--Emmet's death, Lord
Fitzgerald's escape.

Through his meditation we realize, how-

ever, that it is not the patriotic ideals of the rebellion that
claim his thoughts.

The same superficial quali�ies he admired

in himself earlier, he appli�s as a standard to the men of the
revolutiona
Fine
That
gave
They

Of Lord Edward Fitzgerald:

dashing young nobleman ■ Good stock, of course ■
ruffian, that sham squire, with his violet gloves,
him away. _Course they were on the wrong side.
rose in dark and evi I days. Fine poem that is:

76Dubliners,
P•
77·

'.lli.1.5! •

I

p • 240 a

Ingram.

They were gentlemen.

78
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Then suddenly, as if to climax his thoughts on the criteria of
nobi Iity and gentleman Iiness, viceregal frockcoats come flapping
into view:
Frockcoats, Cream sunshades.
Mr Kernan hurried forward, blowing pursi ly.
His Excellency! Too bad! Just missed that by a hair.
Damn it! What a pity!79
The frockcoats of the Viceroy's party Iink Kernan's enthusiasm for
the cava Icade to _his own vaing I orious poses in the hairdresser's
mirror.

That the procession, which he feels excessively deprived

for missing, interrupted his thoughts on the revolutionaries, to
whom the Lord Lieutenant would be anathema, indicates that he is
capable of an appreciation of the glamour of the past, but not of
its meaningful implications for the present.
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The northeasterly progress of Father Conmee and the south
easterly bearing of the viceregal cavalcade,·the thematic lines
of "Wandering Rocks," define a pair of divergent loci that sweep
across the very mentality of the city in such a way that the
attitudes of the citizens may be measured as coordinates 1n
relation to them.
"two masters,"

80.

These axes represent more than Stephen's·
the British state and the Catholic Church,

secular and spiritual authority; Father Conmee and the Earl of
Dudley as symbolic figures demonstrate the inefficacy of either
church or state in providing a unifying basis for the whole of
modern Irish society.

The centrifugal movement of these two

forces out of the viceregal lodge and the church and away from
the heart of Dub I in suggests the fission of institutional
solidity and the disintegration of existing structures. Because
the closeness of Joyce's viewpoint throughout the chapter has
played up poverty, non-cohesiveness, frustration, technolatry and
other disturbing aspects of urban civi I ization, the incidental
traversal of the city by churchman and statesman as an ordering
and unifying action seems fatuous.

Features of the backdrop,

Father Conmee in the insulation of his inner universe from pain
ful outside realities and Wi I liam Humble in his aloof faceless
ness do �ot belong among the struggling life of the street. Joyce
has separated their episodes from the remaining seventeen by using
SOlbid., P• 20
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them as binders, but the suggestion that they wil I hold the sift
ing; seething society together is a mocking one.

Relating to

the people on the mere level of pomp, the lord mayor's tour is
greeted in a variety of ways.

Besides the Dublin women, who are

naturally admiring, and Rochford and Boylan, who have their eyes
upon the ladies in the party, there are two main reactions to
the procession.

Among those that display a favorable response

are Kernan and Reverend Love, who are unnoticed 1n their fawning,
policemen, children, Simon Dedalus, and Breen.

As a derisive

reminder of this company's submissiveness, there is a certain
• "loyal king's man, Hornblower" who "touched his tal leyho cap."
Other bystanders in this episode, if they take any notice of the
cavalcade at al I, usually observe it in an unaffected way with a
neutral word like "watched," "stared" or "gazed."

Richie Gould

ing "saw him with surprise" and Dilly Dedalus, looking up
momentarily from her newly bought French primer,· only "saw sun
shades spanned and wheelspokes spinning in the glare."

On the

distinctly negative side, there is only the sneering "unseen
coldness" of John Wyse Nolan.

Although the Viceroy and his

reception through the city are the ostensible subjects of the
final episode, the section actually serves as a recapitulation
of �I I the minor characters, who happen to mirror his passing
with their individualized reactions.

He does not preside over

the I ives of the citizens� the salutations exchanged are
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meaningless as tokens of power.

Impotent as a true leader, he

can only play an oppressive, imperialistic part, bleeding the
strength and squelching the wi I I of the country.

Close to the

end of the chapter, amidst the pomp of the Viceroy's cavalcade,
we are informed in a parenthetical construction that he is
bound for the non-profit Mirus Bazaar, which he wil I inaugurate.
Against the humi I ity of this goal, the splendor of his proces
sion clashes satirically.

The news of his destination is I ike

a critical aside fr6m the narrator:

"This sovereign leech of

Irish resources is on his way to promote a charity, fancy that."
Father Conmee, through his pleasant peregrinations in the
first episode, 1s, in contrast to the distant Lord Dudley, an
accessible and developed character, yet his corresponding
symbol i� capacity and his similar limitations as a leader cannot
be overlooked.

The complacency of his cosmos 1s counterweighted

by the shrewdness of his dealings in the real world.

Both these

sides are seen in the opening paragraph of the chapter:
The superior, the very Reverend John Conmee S. J., reset
his smooth watch in his interior pocket as he came down
the presbytery steps. Five to three ■ Just nice time to
walk to Artane. What was that boy's name again? Dignam,
yes. Vere di9num et ,iustum est. Brother Swan was the
person to see. Mr Cunningham's letter. Yes ■ Oblige him,
if possible ■ Good practical catholic: useful at mission
time.81
In the opening sentence the narrative voice prepares us for Rev.
Conmee's arrogant egocentricity by means of the fully inflated
g I Ibid, p. 21 9.
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ti�le.

Next, the extreme tidiness and fastidious primness of

the Superior's mind break through in the short, precise sentences.
Finally, we are made aware of his cunning nature in his attitude
toward the Dingham affair.

Unlike Martin Cunningham's purely

philanthropic pr�venance, Father Conmee's maneuvering is artificial and pragmatically undertaken ■

In fact, in his setting out

on this afternoon the welfare of the Dingham family 1s an ob
jective secondary to "obliging" the "useful" Cunningham.

Thus

both Father Conmee and Lord Dudley are superficially engaged
upon missions of charity, but neither are motivated by genuine
concern for those they may be benefitting.

Under guise of

helping Ireland, they are both victimizing her.
The second paragraph crystallizes the theme of specious
charity.

The one-legged sailor advances:

He jerked short before
charity and held out a
the very reverend John
blessed him in the sun
one si Iver crown.82

the convent of the sisters of
peaked cap for alms towards
Conmee S. J. Father Conmee
for his purse held, he knew,

The language of this scene 1s totally gesture.

Spying Father

Conmee before the Sisters of Charity convent--certainly a
generous sign--the sailor must curtail his spasmodic stride,
arrange his cumbers ome crutches, and extend his cap, al I 1n
time to appeal to him as he is passing.

His cap, we see 1s

"peaked", meaning either it contains fewer coins than needed to
flatten it, or it shares a shriveled sickliness with its wearer.
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His efforts concentrated in the plea, the one-legged sailor 1s
poised in a suspenseful hope, communicated in Father Conmee's
drawn-out title.

The answer to the sailor's pantomime prayer

is from another world, a systematic, exp Iicable, comfortable
world.

The blessing is beyond irrelevancy; it is a ritualistic

symbol completely meaningless to the one-legged sailor.

That

the blessing is made "in the sun" may signify that it 1s dis
pensed from a shiningly complacent sphere, the bright realm
in which Father Conmee breathes:
It was a charming day.
The lychgate of a field showed Father Conmee breadths
of cabbages, curtseying to him with ample underleaves ■
The sky showed him a flock of smal I white clouds going
slowly down the wind. Moutonner, the French said. A
homely and just word. 8 3
or that, if the expression 1s an al fusion to the proverb "out
84
.
,
the bened·1ct·10n ·1s,
ofGd
o s bless1ng ·1n to the warm sun" ,

from the point of view of the beggar's harsh state, tantamount
to a malediction, a confirmation of the worsening of his condi
tion.

Although both men belong to positions of poverty, Father

Conmee's estate is volunt�ry, made bearable by the prosperity
of the church, and, as a counsel of perfection, directed toward
the refinement of his soul.
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material and spiritual destitution of his almsman.

It is no

basis, furthermore, for understanding the real impoverishment
of his city.

Father Conmee, in incisive contrast to hagiographic

exemplars, cannot afford to be generous to the beggar because
to do so would be to acknowledge the exigent needs of the society
which surrounds him and thus to shatter the security of his own
ataractic cloud-cukoo-land.
As Father Conmee, strolling "by the treeshade of sunnywink1ng leaves", reflects in the fol lowing paragraph on this exchange
�ith the sai for, he thinks--"but not for long" the narrator is carefu
to add--of the miserable lot of those servicemen whose bodies are
mutilated in action, and who eventually find a lonely death
some �auper ward".

1n

fl •

Seeking to justify both the ways of God to

such unfortunates and his own treatment of the beggar, he quotes
Cardinal Wolsey, "If I had served my God as I have served my kin9

,,85

He would not have abandoned me in my ol d days.·
ment, however,

This pronounce-

1n Father Conmee's thought track goes beyond justi

fication to judgment.

When he dismisses the beggar incident with

these severe words, we realize that his thoughts on human suffer
ing are not tending toward empathetic apprehension, rather toward
self-exculpation and pietistical pontificatlon.
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In Father Conmee's second encounter of the afternoon the
reader witnesses his Jesuitical talent for ingratiating "blarney."
Joyce's narrative voice.presents an open-end conversation with
·"the wife of Mr David Sheehy M.P."

A servile repetition of her

husband's status underlines the sycophantic tone of his small
talk:
Father Conmee was very glad to see the wife of Mr David
Sheehy M.P. looking so wel I and he begged to be remembered
to Mr David Sheehy M.P. Yes, he would certainly cal 1. 8 6
The Father's chatter is intoned with a saccharine Iilt, ringing
"wonderfully wel I in

with the satisfaction of his Iife space:

deed," "very glad indeed," "delightful indeed ■"

The super

abundance of such intensives, the use of avowals for everything
that is said--"to be sure," "O, yes," "really"--and the exaggerated
• quality of the entire piece al I testify to his buttery insincerity.
The Superior withdraws in a courtly fashian:
Father Conmee doffed his silk hat, as he took leave,
at the jet beads of her manti Ila inkshining in the
sun. And smiled yet again in going
He had cleaned
his teeth, he knew, with arecanut paste. 8 7
■

In their talk, Mrs.Sheehy had spoken wel I of a certain Father
Bernard Vaughn who had been a guest preacher recently.

The compli

ment does not sit wel I, however, with Father Conmee who now begins
to ridicule, co9itatione depin9endo, the speaker's pulpit

86
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theatrics, his "droll eyes and cockney voice."

Conmee does admit

to himself though that Father Vaughn did carry out God's work
·h.1s
way. "

" .1n

"In Grace" Father Vaughn was called Father Purdon, an

antonomastic tag not indicative of his forgiving nature but "given

.
11 88
I I y b ecause Pur don Street was 1n t h e b rot h e I area.
him
•
. sarcast1ca

His sermon at the conclusion of "Grace" commercializes religion
into a desecrated and dessicated object, while his popularity in
Dublin bespeaks the �eculari�ation_and consequent steri Iization
of this city's �piritual life.

Father Conmee, with his likewise

barren brand of evangelism paraded in the streets, symbolizes
this defilement in the "Wandering Rocks."
The cleric next waylays three Belvedere boys whom he inter
views- amiably before sending one of them to post a letter for
him ■

Further on, he tenderly greets a "satchelled" group from

the Christian Brothers' School and in Clongowes Field he remembers
fondly his halcyon rectorate ("his reign was mild").

The kind

treatment of the schoolboys attests to Father Conmee's basically
gentle nature, which contrasts pointedly with his calculating
manner.

In fact, his affection for the young seems to be one

manifestation of an almost monastic naivete, which allows for an
innocent, albeit narrow, interpretation of life.

It is a

s,impIistic out Iook that generates a se If-righteous intoI erance
as welI as a self-satisfied embracement of the world.
88
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frightful chaos of Schonberg, Father Conmee blithely hums Mozart ■
This is ii lustrated in a satiric aper�u culminating his episode ■
After he alights from his tram, Father Conmee is immersed in a
reverie about Mary Rochford's adultery with her brother-in-law
and he worries about the technicalities involved in establishing
her gui It:
Who should know the truth? Not the jealous lord Belvedere
and not her confessor if she had not committed adultery
fully, eiaculatio seminis inter vas naturale mul ieris,
with her husband's brother? She wo uld half confess if
she had not al I sinned as women did. Only God knew and
she and he, her husband's brother.89
In a pious resolution of this question, he cleanly disposes of
h�man considerations in the matter and takes refuge in his pat
doctrines:
Father Conmee thought of that tyrannous incontinence,
needed however for men's race on earth, and of the ways
of God which were not our ways.90
It is at this point when Father Conmee, gratified by the ambient
enchantment of creation, passes those "breadths of cabbages,
curtseying to him with ample under leaves."

"Fritz Senn suggests

that this recal Is 'some phrase of popular usage' in which.'to be
'found under a cabbage leaf' connotes exemption from the taint
of sexualism or any knowledge about it' (JJQ, II, 137-38).
89
90
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finds a humorous irony in this,

1 n Iight of Father Conmee's

superficial dismissal of the problem of sex. ,,

91

Stro I I ing into

Clongowes Field, Father Conmee silently studies his breviary and
the words "Beati immaculati, when:
A flushed young man came from a gap of
after him came a young woman with wi Id
in her hand. The young man raised his
the young woman abruptly bent and with
tached from her light skirt a clinging

a hedge and
nodding daisies
cap abruptly:
slow care de
twig.92

In "Oxen of the Sun" Lynch, a medical student and sometime com
panion of Stephen, divulges that it was he who had been sporting
there with his Amaryllis when Conmee passed, "reading,
a brevier book with,

I think

I doubt not, a witty letter in it from

Glycera or C hloe to keep the page. ,,93

only speculates on such intrigues.

Father Conmee, however,

He 1s so absorbed in the

nones, so enveloped by his tight philosophy, that he is obi iv
ious to the immediate world.

Suspecting nothing of the lovers'

"mad romp" he "blessed both gravely and turned a thin page of
his breviary."

The section he turns to is marked by the Hebrew

Ietter Sin, a s I y ,ieu de mots whose force is lost on the pre
occupied Father.
Throughout the first episode the irritatingly concinnous
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system of Conmee's inner universe is rigidly imposed on the
outer ataxia of Joyce's Dublin ■

He sees a horse pulling a

barge loaded with turf and,decides:

It was idyl I ic: and Father Conmee reflected on the
providence of the Creator who had made turf to be in
bogs where men might dig it out and bring it to town
and hamlet to make fires in the houses of poor peopfe. 94

His sense of proportion is offended by the lack of a tramline
on the busy North Circu I ar Road and to compensate ht rcsol ves, as
Bloom does elsewhere, "there ought to be ■"

Human crises are

forced to agree with the clich�s of doctrine.

Already we have

seen how Father Conmee's understanding failed to survive the
formal constrictions of creed to fully entertain the real
problems of poverty and sexual dissoluteness ■

The fol lowing

example further ii lustrates this pharisaical myopia:
He passed Grogan's the tobacconist against which
newsboards leaned and told of a dreadful catastrophe
in New York ■ In America those things were continually
happening ■ Unfortunate people to die like that, un
prepared ■ Sti I I, an act of perfect contrition ■ 95
Described later in the chapter.by Tom Kernan as a "brutal"
.disaster and reported to have taken a thousand I ives, mostly
women and children, the unholy holocaust of the General Slocum
sinking may be seen as a powerful ethical test of faith, and if
so, a vehement support of a contrition imperfect, in that it

94lbid., P• 221.

95 tbid.
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arises from awe rather than a perfect love of God as Goodness.
Father Conmee's brusque intellectual acceptance, however, of
this "unfortunate" loss as a divinely Just and teleologically
necessary act is virtually a denial of it on the sensitive level ■
The humanitarian Father who stops to talk to children and is com
passionate with the poor old lady on the tram must reject this
catastrophe by disguising its savage truth in dogmatic simplification ■
His passing concern with the "unprepared" souls of the
General SJocum tragedy may be less sinisterly viewed 1n compar1son with his earnest sorrow over the fate of the unbaptised.
Awakened by a gr1nn1ng bi I I board eidolon of Negro actor Eugene
Stratton, his thoughts sweep past theological considerations to
sympathetically missionary to "the mi I lions of black and brown
and yellow souls that had not received the baptism of water
when their last hour came I ike a thief in the night."
phraseology of his contemplations, we notice,

The

1s decidedly

homeletic, since he is partly recal I ing a sermon he once de
liv�red on the questionn

Though his conclusions do not

challenge the letter of church doctrine on the elect,

1n spirit

they are humanly remonstrative:
Those were mi I lions of human souls
His Own I ikeness to whom the faith
been brought. But they were God's
It seemed to Father Conmee a
God.

created by God in
had not ·(D.V.)
souls created by
pity that they

should al I be lost, a waste, if one might say.

96
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Although in the last Iine here the tone emanent from the subdued
words "pity" and "waste" is emotionally meiotic against the cogency
of his argumentation, the principal satiric purpose of this
commiserative meditation is, in the context of the substantial
needs around him, to serve in establishing the distance between
Father Conmee and those to whom he is presumably ministering in
Dublin.

We do not find Father Conmee interested in Paddy Ding

ham's salvation, nor distressed over the depraved moral condition
of the society for whom he is responsible.

While he is absorbed

1n faraway quandries, exigencies at hand elude him.
His engrossment in the prodigal perdition of the unreached
mi I lions invites comparison with Bloom's coinstantaneous scrutiny
of Aristotle's

Masterpiece:

Plates: infants cuddled 1n a bal I in bloodred wombs
Iike Iivers of s J,aughtered cows
Lots of them Iike
that at this moment al I over the world. All butting
with their skul Is to get out of it ■ Chi Id born every
minute somewhere ■ 97
■

Bloom is as much obsessed with the organic struggle, the pang,
the vital fact of human life in transition, as Father Conmee 1s
fascinated by its abstract phases.

The positivistic cast of mind

is more alert to corporeal evidences of the innumerable souls'
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eternal agon, more to metensomatosis than metempsychosis.

Bloom

does not worry about the waste of unsaved souls in death, only
8

about the waste of unneeded coffin wood9
sensations of dying.

99

and the febrile

Through Bloom more than through any

other percipient of the multiple sense event that is Ulysses,
the reader is vividly brought into contact with the palpable
life of the metropolitan scene.

It is vis

1

vis this Bloomsian

experience channel and the empirical impact of the "Wandering
Rocks" as a whole that Father Conmee's remoteness, his self
enclosed domain of "sunnywinking" greenery, "neatly curled"
pig's puddings, quaint cloud patterns, and "curtseying"
cabbages is brought into relief.
Transcending-the wistfulness of his neighboring antiquarians,
Father Conmee actually projects himself into the romantic past
and further secludes himself from present cares in its shelter
ing charm.

As he steps from the Doi lymount tram, his book, Old

Times in the Barony, comes to mind and Griffin's ballad "The
100
Bridal of Malahide":
It pleased Father Conmee,
The Malahide road was quiet.
road and name. The joybel Is were ringing in gay Mala
hide. Lord Talbot de Malahide, immediate hereditary
lord admiral of Malahide and the seas adjoining. Then
came the cal I to arms and she was maid, wife, and
widow in one day. Those were oldworldish days, loyal
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times 1n Joyous townlands, old times in the barony.
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Picking up the thread of i II-fated love from the Lord Talbot story,
his fancies soon light upon Mary Rochford's escapades, which, as
we have noted, thrive in the ·imagination of the innocent Father,
unable only a moment later to recognize the scandal popping out
at him from the very bushes ■

In his mind, nevertheless, the drama

grows to include the dashing, unhistorical role of Don John Conmee,
who retains the priestly functions of confession and marriage, yet
shares in the drawingroom delights of the aristocracy:
Don John Conmee walked and moved in times of yore. He
was humane and honoured there. He bore in mind secrets
confessed and he smiled at smiling noble faces in a
beeswaxed drawingroom, cei led with ful I fruit clusters ■
And the hands of a bride and of a brid�groom, noble to
noble, were impalmed by don John Conmee.102
The Spanish connotations behind "don" may exert a transforming
influence on Father Conmee's first name, so that we have the
roguish insinuendo that somewhere within our mi Id Walter Mitty
lies a wild Don Juan.

In the repetition of the word "noble" a

hint of the same concern for status which infects the episode
with so many S.J., M.P., B.A., and C.C.'s may be detected.

The

daydream world, however, has removed the mean toadyism from this
characteristic and given Father Conmee an equal standing among
the "oldworldish" nobility.

IOI
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When Father Conmee "smiled at smiling noble faces" in his
phantasies, he w�s not conjuring congeniality out of wish ful
fi I lment.

With the conspicuous exception of the one-legged

sailor, almost everyone smiles and salutes in the opening
episode of "Wandering Rocks."

From Father Conmee's cheery

orientation the good humor and welI-wishing proliferate through
the streets.

Mountjoy Square, aptly enough, finds his lavishly

beamed arcanut paste smile veritably overpowering Mrs. Sheehy.
Having joked with the three Belvedere boys at Mountjoy corner,
he affectionately "smiled and nodded and smiled and walked along
Mountjoy square east."

The polysyndeton here points to the

distinctly separate, graciously individualized, riant replies
to thi boys' collective "sixeyed" laugh.

On the tram, a lady

smiles "tinily" and Father Conmee receives the "thick nigger
lips" stage grin of Eugene Stratton.

The ·following pasimological

study needs little translation:
Was that not Mrs M'Guiness?
Mrs M'Guiness, stately, silverhaired, bowed to
Father Conmee from the farther footpath along which
she smiled. And Father Conmee smiled and saluted�
How did she do?I03
The "questions" which open and close this section, as welI as the
external signs which comprise it, are mere language formulas,
semiotic equivalents of a mutual salve.

This kind of non-valued

interaction is typical of many of the "communications" that
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Father Conmee engages 1n throughout his travels.

On the way to

Newcomen Bridge, Father Conmee, in three successive paragraphs

104

al I containing, with slight variations, the same ritual, "was
saluted by "Mr. Gallagher, a pair of idlers, a constable, then
"saluted in his turn" each one.

Only Wi Iliam Humble greets more

people in the chapter, but the plenteous salutations for both
leaders are only another satiric distancing device.

In company

with the leaden-eyed passengers of the tram, Father Conmee him
self realizes his estrangement:
The solemnity of the occupants of the car seemed
to Father Conmee excessive for a journey so short and
cheap. Father Conmee I iked cheerful decorum.
It was a peaceful day. 105
An intoxicating profusion of sensuous smel Is throughout the
introductory episode lulls the reader into Conmee's optimistic
non-reality.

Fragrances of tobacco smoke, incense, perfume,

"bacon flitches and ample cools of butter" thurify the atmosphere•
From the rest cf the chapter comes an effluvium of peasoup's
"heavy fume," the mustiness of a warehouse, and the "onions" of
a pornopeddler's breath.

Boylan takes lascivious sniffs ·in "the

fruitsmelling shop," Stephen remembers "foul gloom where gum
burns with gar I ic," and Lenehan tel Is how Rochford braved
choking sewer gas to save a man's life.
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Similarly, Father Conmee's imaginary accompaniment of
"joybel Is ■

•

•

ringing in gay Malahide" has been compared to the

Earl of Dudley's fortissimo highland band, which "blared and
drumthumped after the cortege."

106

The riot of noise with which

Dublin vibrates is somehow unobserved in Father Conmee's cloist
ered haunt ("The Malahide road was quiet.") Thematically, how
ever, both Conmee's internal tintinabulum and the Viceroy's
external baraabum--an uncommanding ditty antiphonal to a
blustery martial farce, yet each sounding a motif of inadequacy-
are soured by the grating serenade of the one-legged sailor.
Neither can accommodate his imploring descant in their domineer
ing harmony.

Even Molly, who used to enjoy the street musicians,

must cut off her "gay sweet chirping whistling" to drive off his
cacaphonous growl ■

Malahide's tranqui I Jingling finds in Dublin's

vigorous street life a jangling response; the Joy bel Is are
parroted by a "rudely" whining telephone at Miss Dunne's desk
and a piercing barang from the auction room handbel I.

Like

Bloom, forced to muteness in "Aeolus" by the raucous printing
presses, Simon Dedalus must cope with the auction bel I in his
conver.sation with Dilly:
--Wei I, what is it? he said, stopping.
The lacquey rang his bel I behind their backs.
--Barang!
--Curse your bloody blatant soul, Mr. Dedalus
cried, turning on him ■
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The lacquey, aware of comment, shook the lolling
clapper of his bel I but feebly:
--BangI
Mr Dedalus stared at him
--Watch him, he said. It's instructive. I wonder
wil I he allow us to talk.107
■

Again we perceive the hostility of the urban ·environment, where
man's faci I ities have rebelled against their original design, ie.
making his I ife easier.
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IV

The reader of "Wandering Rock�," suffering through the
difficult style of the chapter, easily comprehends the frustra
tions of the characters ■

Barely keeping up with the intertwin

ing action himself, he can understand Tom Kernan's dismay when
the lord mayor escapes him or Almidano Artifoni's chagrin when
the Scotch soldiers get 1n his way:
Almidano Artifoni, holding up a baton of rolled music
as a signal, trotted on stout trousers after the
Sa Ikey tram. In vain he trotted, signa 11 ing in vain
among the rout of bare-kneed gi Ilies smuggling imple
ments of music through Trinity gates.108
Artifoni, whose name suggests both "art" and "sound", thus
something like "maestro," has just been encouraging Stephen to
do something with his voice when an incoming tram dumps the
highland band "by the stern stone hand of Gratton, bidding
halt."

Henry Gratton wa� an energetic spokesman for Irish

independence and his imposing stance here is significant.
Described pejoratively as a "rout of barekneed gi I Iies," the
soldiers are usurpers who are here to parade to their impost�
rous epinicion, "Yorkshire Girl."

They do not play musical

instruments but "implements of music" which are not carried
but "smuggled" through Trinity gates.

Furthermore, they are

disrupters of Almidano Artifoni's private concert, with his
108
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"baton of -roIIed music," Artifoni (jJ_ musicista) is conducting
himself in a lively courante when this discordant horde
musicantacci) interferes�

(l

The vanity theme, which we have

twice seen applied to life in Bloom's philosophy, now bears
upon artistic creation.

Artifoni's directive signals are m1s

in terpreted,perhaps unnoticed; his arduous terpsichore is the
inheritance of the swarming mob.
As depicted in this central chapter, life in Dublin is not
unworried.

From the most trifling annoyances like Patrick Ding

ham's stubborn collar and Denis Breen's unfruitful hour wait
in Menton's office to the most profound and far-reaching
problems, the narrative voice relentlessly confronts the reader
with communal anxieties.
.•.

With his entrance in the second para-

graph of the chapter, the one-legged sailor initiates the theme
of poverty and immediately places it in the context of the
church.

Likewise a mention of the Mirus Bazaar rounds out the

chapter with a consideration of Dublin's needy.

This final

sounding of the motif is indeed only a mention, an afterthought
slipped into the last paragraph, as if his Excellency's destina
tion were incidental to the thriI I of setting out.

The want of

the Dedalus family is acutely felt 1n the sisters' hunger and
DiIly's desperate mission at the auction rooms:
--Did you get any money? DiI ly asked.
--Where would I get money? Mr Dedalus said.
There is no one in Dublin would lend me fourpence.
--You got some, DiI ly said, looking in his eyes. • •
He handed her a shiII ing
--See if you can do anything with -that, he said ■
■
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--1 suppose you got five, DiI ly said. Give me
more than that.
--Wait awhile, Mr Dedalus said threateningly.
You're like the rest of them, are you? An insolent
pack of I ittle bitches since your poor mother died.
But wait awhile. You'I I alI get a short shrift and
a long day from me. Low blackguardismI I'm going
to get rid of you. Wouldn't care if I was stretched
out stiff.109
DiI ly accuses her father of squandering pennies "in the Scotch
house" and by Simon's comportment in the passage above it 1s
demonstrated that the problem of poverty is linked to the self
abasement of drink.

Not only Simon Dedalus, but Kernan, Menton,

and Doran as wel I roam inebriated through the chapter.

Lenehan

glorifies in story the dinner ten years before where "lashings
of stuff we put up" and Molly was "wel I primed."

Shunning the

onerous demands of I iving and working intently toward possib�
answers, Joyce's Dub I iners benumb their wi I Is in the handy
nepenthe of alcohol.
Though Stephen has broken away from his father's house, he
has not escaped it's curse of penury.

While his "friends" lunch

leisurely at the D.B.C.:
He sank two lumps of sugar deftly longwise through the
whipped cream ■ Buck Mui ligan slit a steaming scone in
two and plastered butter over its smoking pith. He bit
off a soft piece hungri ly.l10
Stephen straggles along Bedford Row, the meager nourishment of
the Cabman's Shelton stiI I ten hours away:
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Stephen lifted the heavy mug from the brown puddle-
it clopped out of it when taken up--by the handle and
took a sip of the offending beverage. I I I
A comparison of the cadences of the two rep�sts reveals the hunger
induced ennui which possesses Stephen.

The language of his epi

sode in "Wande�ing Rocks" is already lethargic, slowed from the
vital intensity of "Proteus."

ConfPonting_Dilly at a bookcart,

he remembers their frightened struggle together against the
winter's cold.

In the middle of this exhilerating June afternoon,

the reader witnesses the freezing children, bundled in old over
coats and "feeding the fire with broken boots."

Stephen had told

Dilly then of Paris, and now "nervously" she produces a French
Stern necessity had compelled Maggy to sel I most of

primer.

Stepheri's books and he realizes the "agenbite of inwit" is
"drowning" his sister right before his eyes.

He, too, is

helpless:
She is drowning. �genbite. Save her ■ Agenbite.
·All against us ■ She wi I I drown me with her, eyes
and hair.
Lank coi Is of seaweed hair around me, my
heart, my soul ■ Salt green death.
We.
Agenbite of inwit. lnwit's agenbite.
Misery! Miseryr I 12
It is interesting to observe that while Stephen and Di I ly crave
fo r the expansive emancipating relationship with books, Bloom
is browsing through astronomy plates and lewd pages to find
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another choice addition to his mundane bookshelf and to confirm
himself as "the typical man of the modern vulgar world."

Conmee,

too, 1s seeking out reverification of his fixed values in the
"re�edged breviary" which embraces his handsome ivory bookmark.
The "riity", as described in "Wandering Rocks," has sur
rendered its "community" vestiges ■
in common other than locale ■

The citizens hold nothing

Shared hopes are sabotaged by

locked-in mentalities, and a narcosis of idleness routs the
synergetic drive.

When Corny Kelleher, drugged by hay juice.

and stupified by shade, opens the chapter, he is just closing
the business of his one-transaction day.
is busy but not with business.

As Bloom "idly" turns pages,

Miss Dunne leisurely inspects The Woman
boss 1s out dallying

■

The street citizenry

l!2

White while her

Even Parnell's successor, the would-be

ral lier and watchman of the people, is playing chess ■
Words are no weapons for the beaten-down Dubliners

■

The

rhetoric of "Aeolus" is only a windy curiosity and the street
intonations we hear in "Wandering Rocks" are but vaniloquent
formulas just as outmoded:

.

-There he is, by God, he said, arse and pocketsa "
-H6ld that fellow with the bad trousers ■
-Hold him now, Ben Doi lard said • • •
-Thats.a pretty garment, isn't it, for a summer's day?
-Why, God eternally curse your soul, Ben Doi lard
growled furiously, I threw out more clothes in my time
than you ever saw.I 13
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And so goes most of the "communication" through the chapter

■

When Cunningham approaches Long John Fanning and Jimmy Henry
about donations for the Dingham family fund, the former takes
refuge in silence.
"O, my corns.

■

•

("What Dingham was that?"), the latter in,
Uff!

Ooo!"

Indeed, the citizens, concealing

themselves in their incessant verbigerations, imagine they have
a "language problem".

In his account of the town counciI meet-

ing, where this problem was to be publicly discussed, Jimmy
Henry recounts the ritualistic rigamarole that dragged on be
. fore it was discovered that there wasn't even a quorum ■
This satire on language itself is reemphasized in other
parts of Ulysses, particularly in the "Nausicaa" and "Oxen of
the Sun" chapters, and is in many respects the comprehensive
effect of the book's satiric force ■

Style, as unstable as the

word of "Proteus", is seeking, but never finding, its ideaI
form.

Recurrently the mimetic lapses into the parodic.

As

the verbal element has been discussed in this paper, it 1s
primarily an instrument of satire, an agent of its artifice,
but the word 1n itself is at least a secondary object of
satire's sting.

Among friends Joyce "sometimes used Ulysses

to demonstrate that even English, that best of languages, was
114
inadequate."
This unifying concern of Joyce for human communication is proof that his use of satire is more than a literary
witch-hunt--it is a part of Ulysses' authentic search·for meaning ■
I l4EI lmann, op ■ cit., P• 10.
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